RESPONSE TO THE UN WOMEN’S CALL ON:
“CONSULTATION SEEKING VIEWS ON UN WOMEN APPROACH TO SEX WORK, THE SEX TRADE AND PROSTITUTION”

We write this letter in response to UN Women’s call for submissions in an online consultation seeking views on the UN Women’s approach to sex work, and prostitution law. We are a group of academics and scholars who have extensively researched the regulation of sexuality through criminal law, including the exchange of sex for money, in both developed and developing countries. Our research addresses women, men and transpersons in sex work. We support research and policy reforms which can more effectively counteract trafficking of under-age persons and adults into any sector: for the purposes of this letter we specifically emphasize our work regarding the sex sector. We base our recommendations on scholarship and research: on our own research as well as on empirically sound and analytically rigorous global research on sex work, sex sectors, prostitution law, trafficking, and human rights law.

We believe that UN Women’s human rights goals would be best served by a policy decriminalizing the un-coerced selling and buying of sex, and allowing the range of activities (such as voluntarily forming groups, living or working together, advertising services, etc.) that support the rights of the people in sex work and empowers them.

We also believe that the full participation of the most important stakeholders – persons engaged in selling or exchanging sex, whether they identify as sex workers or not, whose interests lie at the heart of this discussion – will be crucial to the success of UN Women’s initiative. In this light, we first wish to express our concern that the ongoing online consultation, central to UN Women’s efforts, is a flawed and inadequate vehicle, which will not enable such participation. The process is rushed and raises glaring issues of access for many persons in various sex sectors, across different communities, issues that cannot be fully remedied in the limited time allowed. These issues range from lack of linguistic and Internet access to lack of familiarity with UN principles and other human rights instruments. Sex workers and people in sex work belong to many different communities and have diverse experiences. Global interventions should undertake to reflect as many of these experiences as possible; a hurried and restricted consultation process risks representing only a limited number, constrained and to some degree self-selected by access and expertise. A process that does not fully reflect the needs of diverse persons engaged in selling sex will not successfully promote their rights. We strongly urge UN Women both to slow down the consultation, and to open it up through non-online opportunities for discussion, in order to create a more inclusive and participatory process enabling sex workers across different communities and identities (classes, races, sexes, genders, ethnicities, health status, ages, nationalities, citizenships, languages, education levels, disabilities, and other factors) to engage meaningfully on policies that most affect them.

We recognize that the criminal law plays an important role with respect to sex work: to ensure the rights of persons affected by violence or by other harms such as wage theft. In all cases, the
application of the criminal law must be assessed in light of whether it provides equal and accessible justice for the victim and the accused.

In this context, and in light of the questions raised by the e-consultation, we focus our statement on the following issues:

1. The understanding of gender identity and its implications for UN Women’s human rights goals while framing a policy position with regard to sex work which is “gendered”;
2. Why existing credible research supports the rejection of the so-called Nordic model (decriminalizing the seller of sex while penalizing the buyer);
3. Why rigorous studies on the relationship between human trafficking and the sex sector support total decriminalization of un-coerced buying and selling of sex and related activities.

In particular, we note empirically and analytically sound research that debunks the Nordic model, and refutes claims that legalization or decriminalization of sex work will ‘increase’ the risk of trafficking into the sex sector.¹

**Understanding of Gender Identity and its Implications for UN Women’s policy position**

The UN’s 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda commits to universality, human rights and leaving nobody behind.² We believe that this requires an inclusive approach to gender that will minimize protection gaps and enable human rights developments responsive to the full range of gender-based human rights abuses. It is imperative to acknowledge that the concept of gender -- including how people come to have gendered identities -- must be understood as pertaining to everyone, and applied so as to identify all forms of gender-related violence and discrimination.³

Everyone is subject to the gender stereotypes that are culturally and socially dominant in their particular context. This means that everyone, irrespective of whether they are privileged or marginalized subjects of rights, has a gender identity, including those who identify as women, men, trans*, third gender, intersex and gender non-specific.

UN Women’s efforts to address “gendered sex trade” must recognize that the gender identities/expressions that are conventionally regarded as fixed and those that are treated as variable are nonetheless equally culturally determined, Further, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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² We note that ‘trafficking’ includes trafficking into all types of work and all types of people (men, women, and children). We remain concerned about policy debates that focus exclusively or disproportionately on trafficking into the sex sector or trafficking involving women and girls
that are set out to achieve gender equality and building peaceful and inclusive societies can only be fulfilled by changing the systems that privilege certain gender identities as well as promoting the full humanity of stigmatized gender identities/expressions. While the specifics of the human rights violations suffered by marginalized gender identities must be directly and immediately addressed, clear links must be made between these violations and the mainstream institutions, practices and customs that reinforce generally applicable gender stereotypes, in order to ensure equal enjoyment of human rights for all.

We believe that every individual’s gender self-determination must be valued and recognized, free from coercion, violence and discrimination. The capacity for self-determination needs to be located and examined within its social context, so that social constraints and limits can also be identified and addressed. This means that human rights work needs not only to promote self-determination, but also promote social change that expands the space of freedom for self-determination. In practice, this means significant attention to, and documentation of, the economic, social, political and cultural conditions that promote or constrain gender identities.

There are several practical consequences to such an understanding of gender.

1. UN Women must work to advance the rights of its primary constituency of women, with a definition of ‘women’ that includes transgender and intersex people;
2. UN Women’s work in gender equality necessarily entails interventions into ‘gendered environments’ such as sex work; these must recognize the effects of marginalization and abuse on the rights and health of men as well;
3. Any UN Women policy on appropriate use of the law must recognize that different gender identities exist in different relations to criminal law, the criminal justice system and the police. Many communities experience the power of police as a threat to their well-being and lives; harms arising from excessive and abusive policing, especially in their gendered contexts and implications, must be identified and addressed even as the police perform their appropriate roles in responding to crime and violence.

Decriminalization of sex work protects sex workers from HIV and violence

Evidence shows that people in sex work face heightened risks for human rights violations, including HIV exposure and serious violence -- particularly from state agents -- as well as discrimination in housing and access to healthcare, education, and other rights. We work at the intersections of health, law and human rights; we are familiar with or have carried out research

---

cited in these debates: we draw on recent well-documented investigations cited by UNDP,8 WHO,9 the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health,10 Human Rights Watch11 among others.

Public health research supports the conclusion that criminalization of the buying and selling of sex and related activities prevents sex workers from having equal access to health services, including HIV-related services.12 A 2015 Lancet modeling study found that decriminalization could avert 33-46% of new HIV infections in the next decade.13 Available research also shows that criminalization impairs sex workers’ ability to negotiate better living and working conditions, increases mental health stresses,14 and renders them vulnerable to a range of human rights abuses, especially violence.15 Studies have also shown that criminalization reduces the ability of people in sex work to organize, be visible, participate in public life as full citizens, and be treated with dignity.16 It increases stigma; it closes pathways toward participation in public life. Decriminalization, by contrast, allows States to direct resources toward sex workers’ health and well-being, enables and empowers sex workers themselves, and makes it easier for them to report violence, access social services, and find employment outside the sex trade without the burden of a criminal record.17

**Criminalizing buyers and not sellers does not protect sex workers’ rights**

Supporters of the different policies and practices encompassed by the ‘Nordic model’ promote it as an ideal package: the simultaneous, so-called ‘decriminalization’ of sex work and the criminalization of buyers, synchronized so as to ‘end demand.’ This model is irresistible to some at first glance. Yet it relies on two false assumptions that undermine its goals: 1) an ideological position that selling sex is always victimizing and buying sex is always exploitative; 2) an unsupported confidence that the Nordic model protects the seller from harm.

---


First: Supporters of the ideology that sex work is inherently degrading argue that prostitution should be eliminated through criminal law. This comports with their view that all women are always sexually subjected to men. Yet many female-identified sex workers vocally reject this assumption, arguing that while stigma and persecution generate negative responses to and conditions for the work they do, the work itself is not inherently degrading.  

Since the nineteenth century, social-purity movements have fostered stereotypes of female sex workers as exploited victims, and men as sexual predators. These are expressly gendered stereotypes – they pre-conceive ‘seller’ and ‘buyer’ as mapped onto ‘female’ and ‘male’; and they treat gender as an extreme power dynamic, a permanent and irreconcilable conflict. They do not acknowledge that sellers include multiple gender identities, among them men and transgender people; they do not recognize that the landscape of sex work encompasses very diverse conditions of work irreducible to simple moral binaries, and that one key power dynamic shaping it is the fact of criminalization itself.

Second: The assumption that ‘decriminalization’ of the seller frees him or her of all of the harms of state surveillance and the criminal justice system defies reality. As demonstrated by research in countries adopting the so-called Nordic model, police surveillance of transactions and the continual arrest and prosecution of clients drive transactional sex underground. These policing actions diminish safety, depriving the sex worker of time or space to screen clients. Policing clients thus actually places sex workers in increased risk from client violence. This policing also places sex workers under continuous state scrutiny – and that only permits and perpetuates documented patterns of police exploitation, violence, and abuse. It cannot be forgotten that, for sex workers around the world, as for many other stigmatized communities and identities, police as coercive state agents are key perpetrators of human rights violations -- not trusted agents of protection.

The Nordic model makes assumptions about the ‘inherent degradation’ of sex work and does little to address the continued violence associated with criminalization, or to support alternatives suggested by sex workers to improve their working conditions.

The relationship between prostitution and trafficking

UN Women seeks to end the trafficking of women in accordance with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Proponents of the Nordic model assert that decriminalization of sex work will increase trafficking. We believe this is too simplistic, as well as improbable. Trafficking is the result of multiple factors that promote vulnerability, not the result of the labor sector per se. For example, both domestic work and fisheries are within the legal sector, yet trafficking into them is rampant in many countries – the variables that lead to trafficking work


through vulnerability and coercion, the inability to migrate legally, harsh border controls, a lack of state accountability, and police corruption. The criminal or legal status of the work in question remains but one feature in a complex landscape.

Advocates (as well as much of the media, and many governments) often argue that “[w]here prostitution is legalized or tolerated, there is a greater demand for human trafficking victims and nearly always an increase in the number of women and children trafficked into commercial sex slavery.” 21 In keeping with persistent efforts to distinguish prostitution from trafficking, our review of the research literature still does not find convincing evidence to support the claim that legalized prostitution causes or increases trafficking. 22

Statistics about trafficking are notoriously unreliable. Research by UNESCO- Bangkok on trafficking, 23 for instance, noted that available statistics are rendered suspect in part by the variability of the definitions used to identify who is a ‘trafficked person.’ Another significant problem is the lack of social science research meaningfully comparing trafficking (as defined in international law) and prostitution under different legal regimes (i.e., legalization, criminalization and “tolerance”). The impossibility of ‘proving’ what many opponents of prostitution passionately believe bedevils many of the arguments they make. 24 It is in fact simple logic to note that decriminalization of buying and selling sex can encourage victims of trafficking to come forward and seek protection. In addition, any apparent increase in the identification of trafficked persons in the wake of decriminalization may thus very plausibly be due to the opening decriminalization provides for more accountable and more effective interventions against trafficking, by civil society as well as state actors.

Evidence on the decriminalization of buying and selling sex and related activities shows that it is an important part of interventions to combat trafficking into the sex sector. Legal prostitution, combined with effective rights-based anti-trafficking laws, makes it easier to identify trafficking victims; workers and clients in the legal sector can report trafficked or suspicious cases without fear of arrest. 25 Improved conditions for cooperation with authorities, and the ability of workers to claim rights, render the violence and exploitation of trafficked persons more visible. *Decriminalization makes clear what the crime of trafficking really stands for* -- severe labor

---


22 "UN Women’s note on sex work sexual exploitation and trafficking.” Geneva: UN Women, 2013. Accessed October 14, 2016. http://bit.ly/1U6K6IT [“The conflation of consensual sex work and sex trafficking leads to inappropriate responses that fail to assist sex workers and victims of trafficking in realizing their rights. Furthermore, failing to distinguish between these groups infringes on sex workers’ right to health and self-determination and can impede efforts to prevent and prosecute trafficking.”]

23 See http://www.unescobkk.org/culture/trafficking. UNESCO’s Trafficking Statistics Project is an ongoing project attempting to assess the scale of the problem, as well as the empirical validity of various estimates and guessimates in wide circulation.

24 One recent study (Cho et al. 2013), using non-comparable data criticized for its poor quality, claimed to find an association between “human trafficking inflows” and legalized prostitution, which the authors interpret as causality. They argue that legalized prostitution contributes to increases in trafficking. Cho et al. acknowledge that their correlational finding cannot demonstrate causality, so they turn to what they term ‘anecdotal evidence’ for 3 countries whose policies have changed, though data on ‘trafficking inflows’ are lacking for 2 of the 3 countries. Any association between more reported or prosecuted trafficking cases and decriminalized sex work regimes can equally, if not more plausibly, be explained by the practices of states, which have not only progressively reformed their prostitution law but also paired this with more effective, accountable interventions against trafficking. A parallel interpretive problem is posed by increased reports of violence against women. We question whether these are instances of increased occurrence or increased detection. For the full methodology, Seo-Young Cho and Axel Dreher and Eric Neumayer. “Does Legalized Prostitution Increase Human Trafficking?” World Development 41, no. 1 (2013): 67-82. For a thorough dismantling of this study see, Weitzer, Ronald. “New directions in research on human trafficking,” The Annals of the American Academy of Political Science and Social Science,” vol. 653 (May): no. 1 (2014): 6-24.

exploitation and coercion/deception, not simply the selling or buying of sex. This accords with the overall philosophy and innovation of the UN Palermo Protocol (2000), which observes that people who have been trafficked are not criminals, but crime victims.\(^{26}\)

We encourage UN Women to recognize victims of sex trafficking within in the larger context of human trafficking. A single-issue focus on prostitution as the ‘cause’ of trafficking, rather than on the exploitation that operates in all of the different sectors in which trafficking occurs (such as agricultural work, domestic work, factory work and prostitution) would enable UN Women to “leave nobody behind” and respond to the needs of all trafficked persons with a coherent, inclusive, overall strategy.\(^{27}\)

We look forward to engaging further with UN Women, during what we hope will become a more sustainable and open process.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bernstein, PhD.  Associate Professor of Women's Studies and Sociology, Barnard College, Columbia University*

Sealing Cheng, PhD.  Associate Professor, The Chinese University of Hong Kong*

Inderpal Grewal, PhD.  Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies and South Asian Studies Council, Yale University*

Scott Long, PhD.  Independent scholar and advocate

Alice M. Miller, J.D.  Co-director, Global Health Just Partnership of the Yale Law and Public Health Schools, Yale University*
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